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Translate to your language: Bola hey there! We'd love to hear from you,
so please feel free to connect with us.Q: Passing an object to a reducer
with connect I have created a reducer for the first time and I am trying

to pass it an object, the object has a map function, I want to pass that to
the reducer so that I can work with it in a map function to filter to get a
new array to iterate over. My failed attempt to do so can be seen below:

My reducer: const initialState = { foos: [], bar: { list: [] } }; export
default (state = initialState, action) => { switch (action.type) { case

LIST_ADD_FOO: { const foo = action.foo; const bar = action.bar; bar.list
= foo.map(function (e) { return e.id; }) return { ...state, foos:

state.foos.concat(action.foo) }; } default: return state; } } My map
function in the component this.props.foos.map(function(e){ return e.id;

}) A: The simplest approach would be to write this action separately
from your reducer and pass in both the Foos and the Bar. export

function ADD_FOO(foos: any, bar: any) { return { type: " d0c515b9f4
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WindTunnel. Now that you have made the
duct, you can proceed with making a shaft
in the wind tunnel. To do this you will need

to make a smooth thin copper plate.
Copper is a soft metal and should not be
used to machine. livrofranceswizardpdf
The thicker the metal, the harder it is to
smooth out with hand grinding. So it is

better to use a specialized grinder. Once
you have made the plate, a thicker plate

must be made in order to attach the
laminated paper to it. The plate must be
livrofranceswizardpdf 1/3. The Basics of

Wind Power. This is the first in a series of
five lessons on wind power. It will provide

a general overview of wind power and how
turbines work. This lesson will also help
you decide whether you want to install a
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basic advantages of wind are that it's free.
It's renewable and does not emit harmful

substances like smog and soot. It also
does not need a lot of fossil fuel in order to
function. Besides being free, wind provides
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this: HTML Section one Lorem Ipsum dolor
sit amet... read more Section two Lorem
Ipsum dolor sit amet... read more CSS

.scroll { height: 50vh; position: relative;
overflow-y: auto; padding: 0; } .inner {

position: relative; top: 50px; width: 100%;
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